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Universities given tuition ultimatum
Graholm levels ultimatum in State of the State Address: If tuition raises, public universities lose state aid
By Ellen Hensel

GVl / Kim Miller

Costs: A stimulus bill will give help to

GVL Assistant News Editor

students for financial aid in college

After a 13 percent tuition hike last year,
students may be finding relief in a package
introduced by Gov. Jennifer Granholm during
her State of the State address Tuesday night.
In the speech, Granholm pleaded with state
universities to freeze tuition for the next school
year in exchange for a share of the stimulus
plan currently being processed in Congress. If
schools choose not the take part in the plan, there
is a penalty, although details have not yet been
worked out.
“First, as we accelerate our push to get more
kids to college, we cannot have them priced out
of the market by tuition increase,” Granholm
said in her address. “I am asking Michigan’s
universities and community colleges to freeze
tuition for the next academic year. No tuition
hikes during this year of economic crisis.”
Grand Valley State University’s tuition has
increased 42 percent since 2004, mostly because
of declining or flat state aid. GVSU receives the
lowest amount of state funds per student at $3,019,
with the highest being Wayne State University at
$8,510.
President
“The state expects
Thomas J. Haas
said nodecision
us to have the best
has been made
schools possible and
for
GVSU,
then expects us to
and the Board
of
Directors
freeze tuition. That
will make the
could be very painful.’
final decision
regarding
MICHAEL BOULOUS
tuition
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
increases
at
PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL OF
the
meeting
STATE UNIVERSITIES OF
in July.
He
MICHIGAN
added GVSU
is in a unique
situation because it receives the least amount of
state appropriations per student.
“I know that we are in extreme times — in
terms of state aid there are few good options
when you are working with a budget deficit,”
Haas said. “My colleagues and I are going to
review the governor’s proposal carefully and
each campus is going to have to find its own
balance.”
Michael Boulous, executive director of the
President’s Council of State Universities of
Michigan, with President Haas as a newly-elected
president, said although a decision has not been
made on the part of universities, he worries budget

Stimulus bill
aims to aid
college costs
By Paul LeBlanc
GVL Staff Writer

The U.S. Senate will begin
deliberations this week on President
Barack Obama’s proposed economic
stimulus package, a sizable portion
of which is dedicated to extending
financial assistance to college
students and universities across the
nation.
The House of Representatives
passed a version of the bill Jan. 28,
known as the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act of 2009,
which allocated almost $37 billion
in funds for higher education.
Among
the
House
bill’s
provisions were an increase in the
maximum loan amount students
may take out under the federal
Stafford Loan Program, as well as
an increase in the maximum amount
of funds low-income students may
receive under the federal Pell Grant
program.
The bill also provided funding
for improving campus facilities
and for expanding work-study
programs.
The House bill called for a
$2,000 increase in the amount of
federal Stafford loans students may
take out on a yearly basis, according
to an official press release from
the House Education and Labor
Committee.
The bill also increased the
aggregate total for federal Stafford
loans by $8,000 per student.
Additionally, the House bill
called for a $500 increase in the
maximum Pell Grant scholarship,
which is awarded based on financial
need.
The bill boosted the current
maximum amount by $500 to
$5,350 for the 2009-10 school
year, with an additional increase to
$5,550 scheduled for the 2010-11
school year.
As of the 2007-08, 76 percent
of students at Grand Valley State
University were receiving some
form of financial aid to help them
pay for their education, according
to GVSU’s Web site. The average
award was $8,520 per student.
The Senate committee press
release noted “the economic crisis,
combined with rising tuition
prices and declining state support
for higher education, threatens to
put college out of reach for many
students” and called the new
financial aid measures necessary
to assist many college students in
paying for their education.
Despite the proposal’s passage
in the House, the Senate has yet to
consider the proposal.
Senate
Republicans
have
expressed dismay at the large
price tag of the measure, which
amounts to more than $800 billion
in spending and tax cuts.
Their Republican peers in the
House rose in solidarity against
the bill, which passed purely along
party lines by a vote of 224-199.
The fact the $37 billion for
higher education is attached to such
a large spending measure means
such funding will be just one of
many factors that will determine if
the bill passes.
Among thedissenting Republican
voices in the House was Michigan
Rep. Vern Ehlers, who said he
was compelled to vote against the
measure due to its high cost.
Ehlers was re-elected to his
eighth term serving Michigan’s
third district, which includes most
of Kent County, in last November’s
elections.
See Stimulus, A2

AP Photo

State address: Michigan Gov Jennifer Granholm delivers her State of the State address to a joint session of the House and Senate
Tuesday, at the state Capitol in Lansing, Mich. Granholm addressed multiple issues regarding the state's failing economy, as well as
methods she plans to use to counteract the issue Granholm also asked Michigan’s public universities to freeze tuition for next year.

cuts, which will be worked out in the following
weeks, will further hurt universities even if they
comply with the governor’s request.
“It is my understanding that higher education
will be cut next week and I think you have to
ask yourself if you are willing and ready to
significantly compromise on quality,” Boulous,
who is one representative of Michigan’s public
university presidents, said. “The state expects
us to have the best schools possible and then
expects us to freeze tuition. That could be very
painful.”
Boulous’ concern was realized five years ago
as part of a similar request by the governor. In

2004, Granholm asked universities to keep their
tuition hikes less than inflation rates, about 2.4
percent, in exchange for less cuts to state aid.
Most universities, including GVSU, complied.
However, administrators were sent scrambling
when the state cut the education budget by $30
million, despite promises to do otherwise. The
next year, most universities had to respond with
double-digit tuition hikes. Only six, including
GVSU, had single-digit increases.
See Granholm, A2
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Left: The bar graph shows the top 15 universities in the state, and the tuition each university charges its students. Right: The pie chart shows the amount of funding each university receives from the
state per student. Gov. Jennifer Granholm recently proposed a tuition freeze that would cap the universities' tuition for the next academic year and as a result will get more funding.

Governor Granholm: 'Things will get better'
By Ellen Hensel
GVL Assistant News Editor

At the age of 44, Dwayne Hicks of
Macomb County, Mich., went back to
schixil after losing his job.
A 20-year veteran of the Ux>l and die
industry. Hicks faced a decision between
trading jobs, moving home to South
Carolina or going back to school through
Michigan’s newly-enacted No Worker Left
Behind program.
He chose the latter and is now
maintaining a 3.5 GPA at Macomb
Community College. Hick’s situation was
used as part of Michigan Gov. Jennifer
Granholm’s State of the State address
Wednesday night.
Giving her seventh State of the State.
Granholm focused not only on worker
programs but on the fact that Michigan’s
struggling economy is more diversified
with new jobs in forums, such as movie
studios, solar panel plants and centers and

electric car battery design.
These new jobs in unique fields are part
of increasing efforts to pull Michigan’s
struggling economy out of the bottom of
the nation’s pack.
However, Granholm did not try to
assure Michiganders that all is well.
“As we gather this evening to take stock
of our state. I will not sugarcoat the severity
of the crisis we face,” Granholm, who
began her second and final term in 2(X)7.
said in her address. "This past year has
been brutal. The nation’s financial system
teetered on the brink of collapse. Our auto
companies fought for their very existence.
And as the bottom fell out of the national
economy, the job situation in Michigan
has gone from bad to worse. Any honest
assessment of our state's economy has to
recognize that things are likely to get worse
before they get better. But if there is one
thing I want you. the citizens of Michigan,
to know this evening, it is this: Things will
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get better "
Granholm’s continued pleas to help out
the average Michigan citizen come as part
of growing state budget cuts.
Granholm said the state will have to
fight to make ends meet at the end of the
year.
To make the ends meet, Granholm
announced cuts to several departments,
including the removal of the Department of
History. Arts and Libraries.
She also appointed Lt. Gov. John Cherry
to head a commission that will recommend
what departments should be cut. taking the
number from 18 to as low as eight state
departments.
However, congressmen have begun
voicing concerns regarding the quality of
state services.
One state budget that takes a vast
majority of funds ami a vast array of
opinions is health care.
Addressed by Granholm as a “priority,”

there is current legislation that will soon go
into implementation.
Grand Valley State University Dean of
the College of Nursing Cynthia McCurren
said economic stimulus packages are set
to benefit the struggling health care state
system.
An economic stimulus bill passed last
week by the US. House will put Michigan
in line to receive about $5.5 billion in the
current budget year and almost $2.9 billion
in the upcoming budget year. McCurren
said.
“The measure faces changes in the US.
Senate, but it’s clear the state will receive
billions of dollars, part of which will go
to improve health care, including perhaps
to create universal access to affordable
health care.” she said. “With a growing
unemployment rate comes lack of health
care insurance, which leads to access
issues.”

assistantnews@ lanthom jcom
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Proposals: Michigan Gov Jennifer Granholm delivers her State of the State address to a joint session at the State House in

Compassionate
Individuals

Lansing, Mich., Tuesday. One of the major proposals Gov. Granholm suggested is a tuition freeze that would freeze tuition rates
for the next academic year. Universities that comply will receive extra funding from a federal allocation

Granholm
continued from page A1

“You can’t cut state support
and then condemn tuition
increase,”
Boulous
said,
adding university presidents
are set to meet next week to
discuss the proposal. “Tuition
increases are the effects, not
the causes of a lack of state

Stimulus
continued from page A1
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Ehlers’ concern stemmed
from the spending measures
targeted at creating jobs and
did not concern the educational
component of the bill.
“The main reason I decided
to vote against this bill is the
incredibly high cost it poses
to Americans who are already
financially strained,” Ehlers
said in an official statement.
“The spending in this bill costs
each
American
household
around $6,700, which will be
added to our national debt.”
GVSU sophomore Brittany
Hogan, a political science
major, said she holds Ehlers
accountable for the fact that
part of his “no” vote was against
funding higher education.
“I would fault (Ehlers) for
the fact that his vote bypasses
the youth of America,” Hogan
said. “The youth are the future
of America; the more people
we have going into higher
education, the more higher
paying jobs will be created.”
Phil Elya, a sophomore
accounting major at GVSU,
noted
his
support
for
educational funding, but said
the bill’s $800 billion price tag
was too high.
Additionally, Elya said he
believed the $37 billion for
education was too costly by
itself.
“The government already
spends enough on education,”
Elya said. “They have more
important things to spend

Iff fill ill

AND APARTMENTS
Calm. Quiet. Peaceful.

funding. We care too much to
let our institutions unravel.”
Despite concerns on the part
of administrators and potential
cuts to programs, junior Amber
Johnson said she hopes GVSU
will take advantage of the
state’s offer.
“Everyone feels the squeeze
of this economic downfall and
anything the school or state

can do to help us out is greatly
appreciated,” Johnson, who is
putting herself through school,
said. “Tuition increased more
than normal last year and
my bank account responded
accordingly. I don’t think I
could handle another year like
this one.”

money on right now. Putting
that funding toward paying off
our national debt would be a
good start.”
In addition to the funding
for loans and Pell Grants, the
House bill allocated $6 billion
for rebuilding and modernizing
campus facilities including
classrooms and housing.
The House bill also set aside
funds for expanding workstudy programs and helping
state governments keep up with
the costs of higher education.
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News in lirief
Z Asian

Pacific American
celebration begins Monday

Z

Next week will mark the
^beginning of a week-long
• event celebrating Asian Pacific
-Americans.
- Events will include frank
-discussions
about
race.
- information
about
Asian
" adoptions and a New Year
Z festival.
Z Kick off for the celebration
'is Monday at noon and the
Z week’s events will conclude
•on Feb. 12 at 4 pan.
• All of the week’s events are
- sponsored by the Asian Student
-Union,
Career
Services,
ZCollege of Education, College
"of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
I Meijer
Honors
College,
I Housing, Human Resources,
Z LGBT
Resource
Center,
• Pad nos International Center
• and Pew Campus Student
-Services.
: First-year students offered
; leadership opportunity
Z The weekend of Feb. 20,
-GVSU freshman students
- will be traveling to downtown
-Grand Rapids as part of
a
leadership
opportunity
’ provided by the Office of
Student Life.
First
Year
Service
Experience 2009 is an
overnight, service-learning trip
that will take place from Feb.
► 20-21 in downtown Grand
Rapids.
There will be an educational
session to leam about the
social issue the group will be
’ working with the following
’ day.
Then on Feb. 21, the group
will participate in a service
project in the Grand Rapids
community.
The event is free to all
~ GVSU students.
|
For more information
| visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/
• studentlife.
GVSU alumnus chosen to
manage Harbor Springs
The Harbor Springs City
• Council voted unanimously
I Monday night to offer Chris
• Yonker, a graduate of GVSU,
• the position of City Manager
' of Harbor Springs.
!
Yonker was the city
I manager of Fremont, Mich.
! from April of 1993 through
! July of 2008, and previously
! held posts with the city of
L Evanston,
III.,
including
.Capital Budget Officer and
other financial positions.
I
Yonkereamedhisbachelor’s
‘ degree
in
environmental
\ sciences, local and regional
\ planning with a minor in soil
\ sciences from Grand Valley
' State College, now GVSU, and
\ received his master's in public
\ administration from Roosevelt
• University in Chicago.
•
He grew up in the Grand
► Rapids area and said he
► would like to remain in West
• Michigan. No official start
I date has been set, but Yonker
• is expected to take over for
• current City Manager Fred
! Geuder in late February.
! Lanthorn Literary Edition to
give $100 for winters
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
! is seeking submissions for its
I Literary Edition, which will be
) published March 9.
;
The five categories are:
•
I.
Art and Design
•
2.
Illustration
’ 3.
Poetry
4.
Photography
! 5.
Prose/Short Story
!
The deadline is Feb. 20 at
I 5 p.m. and participants may
; enter up to three submissions
; per category.
;
One entry from each
•category will win $100, so
• long as there are at least three
• separate
participants
per
' category.
!
Not all submissions will
\ be published and Lanthorn
I employees are not eligible to
’win.
However, a staff section
\ will be offered.
;
Entries or questions may
;be directed to Managing
•Editor Jenny Whalen at
•managingeditorWIanthorn.
• com or (616) 331 -2893.
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Great Lakes cleanup to benefit state
Highly-polluted sites in Great Lakes
basin deemed areas of concern by GLLA
“Cleanups of these sites can be
very expensive because of special
GVL Staff Writer
treatment required in disposing
Michigan’s Great l.akes may of contaminated sediments; as a
be one of the state’s biggest tourist consequence, only a few areas
draws, but contaminated sediment have been cleaned up to date.”
in the waters can keep people
Steinman added the restoration
away.
of the AOCs would have a very
The Great Lakes legacy Act, profound impact on Michigan’s
cosponsored by President Barack economy.
Obama as an Illinois senator, is
“Ironically, the AOCs are
designed to provide funds to clean located in areas that now are being
up and restore highly polluted sites viewed as potentially excellent
in the Great Lakes, considered locations for the development
“areas of concern.”
of our new economy,” Steinman
Obama promised during his said. “Restoring these sites will
campaign to take action on a have long-term benefits both to
“comprehensive restoration plan.” our economy and environment.”
Congress
is
discussing
Rick Rediske, a biology
strengthening
professor
at
the GLLA to
GVSU,
was
‘We all like and want
involved
commit more
in
clean waterways.
funding to the
cleaning
up
We all benefit from
Great
Lakes.
R udd iman
Michigan's
Creek
in
a healthy and intact
share
would
Muskegon,
aquatic ecosystem
total
roughly
Mich.,
one
$9(X) million.
of the three
.... from Great Lakes
A I a
AOCs in West
that are protected and
Ste in man .
Michigan.
relatively clean.”
director of the
He said the
Water
Annis
primary' funding
ERIC SNYDER
Resource
for the GLLA
GVSU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Institute
at
was primarily
Grand Valley
allocated
for
State University,
removing
said federal and state funding is contaminated sediment and the
needed to get all the sites restored. new' version will also fund habitat
“There are 14 AOCs in restoration.
Michigan, each of which currently
In addition to creating jobs
is threatening the ecological in Michigan, Rediske added the
and human health of their GLLA will help boost the economy
surroundings,” Steinman said. by funding environment research,
By Katie Wendt

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Facing contamination: The Great Lake Legacy Act provides funding to take the necessary steps to clean up contaminated
sediment in "areas of concern" located wholly or partially in the U S Several areas in the Great Lakes basin have been deemed
as areas of concern. These 14 areas of concern threaten the ecological and human health of surroundings.

among other benefits.
“After cleanup, the property
values in the area go up and
commercial development and
tourism increase,” Rediske said.
I le added people and businesses
locate in the region for quality of
life issues, but the AOCs were
polluted from activities occurring
more than 30 years ago.
“Many areas such as the
everglades and Chesapeake Bay
have received federal funds for
cleanup and restoration,” Rediske
said. “The Great Lakes have not
received the necessary funds for

restoration even though they are
the largest body of fresh water in
the world.”
Eric Snyder, GVSU assistant
biology professor who teaches
a class on the Great l>akes, said
the implementation of the GLLA
would also improve the state’s
waterways, clean up drinking
water and improve recreation on
top of getting rid of the hazardous
contaminants.
“The contaminants are known
to be cancer-causing, cause
development problems in young
or unborn children or cause

neurological problems,” Snyder
said. “Not to mention the negative
effects they have on the organisms
living in the aquatic ecosystems.”
He said the GLLA should
interest students because of how it
affects them.
“We all like and want clean
waterways,” Snyder said. “We
all benefit from a healthy and
intact aquatic ecosystem. We all
benefit from Great Lakes that arc
protected and relatively clean.”
kwendt@ lanthorn com

Man’s best friend to educate GVSU
all the different types of needs for a service
animal, so that people do not always
GVl. Staff Writer
assume one has to be a w heelchair user or
Opening doors, turning on lights and blind. There is a much broader spectrum of
picking up objects are a few of the many purpose than what is assumed.”
things Paws With A Cause service dogs can
Paws With A Cause trains assistance
do for their owners.
dogs nationally for people with disabilities
The Grand Valley State University and provides lifetime team support, which
Organization for the Advancement of encourages independence. ’ITiese guide and
Disabled Students will be sponsoring an service dogs help people w ith multiple types
educational lecture for the Paws With of disabilities to travel more independently,
A Cause organization from 9 to 10 p.m. decrease the need for outside personal care,
Tuesday in Kirkof Center
expand their ability
Room 2204.
to be involved with
“A
lot
of
people
see
This lecture is being
community and social
me with Maui and
held to educate the GVSU
events and increase their
community about the
want to pet her. It
self-sufficiency.
organization and answer
Connie Browne, a
can
be
frustrating
any questions attendees
Paws With A Cause
to have such a cute
may have.
field representative, has
“OADS decided to
been working with the
animal and not be
sponsor this event in order
organization
for eight
able to allow anyone
to assist Ashley (Wiseman)
years and will also speak
and other students like
to interact with her.”
at the lecture.
her in being able to go
“I am going to
ASHLEY WISEMAN
about her day without the
talk about how the
GVSU SOPHOMORE
constant interference of
organization got started,
Maui admirers,” said Shari
what we do. how' we
Denton, president of the
train the service dogs
OADS.
and give a brief overview of how we select
Students at GVSU may have seen the dogs for the program,” Browne said.
Wiseman, a sophomore, around campus “The GVSU community should attend
with her service dog. a golden retriever so they can be aware of the issue, and so
named Maui.
they can be educated on how they should
“A lot of people see me with Maui and perceive the service dogs.”
want to pet her,” Wiseman said. “It can be
Wiseman said she hopes this lecture
frustrating to have such a cute animal and will serve to help clear up misconceptions
not be able to allow anyone to interact with she deals with on a daily basis.
her. I will talk about this at the lecture and
“I know a lot of people see me around
explain why it is so important for Maui to campus with Maui, and they are curious,”
only interact with me.”
Wiseman said. “This lecture will help
Denton echoed Wiseman’s frustration, educated people about the etiquette of
but added it is very important to be careful dealing with service dogs.”
w ith these service dogs.
Paws With A Cause, a nonprofit
“It is imperative that students, faculty organization, will accept donations at the
and staff all leam the proper etiquette when lecture.
approaching a person with a service dog,”
alei hel@ lanthorn x om
Denton said. “It is also important to leam
By Amanda Lechel

Courtesy Photo / www.afmc.af.mil

Passionate paws: Dottie learns the basics of a service dog's responsibilities at the feet of Stephanie
Edquid Edquid and her husband, Ray, are volunteer puppy-raisers for Paws With A Cause.

Custodian cleans up in on-campus larceny
Temporary contract
custodian confesses
to stealing more than
$2,000 in property
By Lauren Fitch
GVl. News F.ditor

A member of the custodial staff
reportedly stole more than $2,000 worth
of property from Grand Valley State
University during the past month.
After five reports of breaking and
entering without force, starting on
Dec. 15, 2008, the Grand Valley State
University Department of Public Safety
narrowed their investigation to one
suspect who confessed on Jan. 27.
Officers said they believed the

man was using his
custodian keys to
enter academic offices
and classrooms after
hours.
man,
a
The
temporary
contract
custodian, was fired
after his confession
and now awaits the DaHaan
decision of the Ottawa
County prosecutor's
office.
Tim Thimmesch, assistant vice
president of Facility Services, said the
custodian in question was the only one
working at GVSU through a temporary
hiring agency.
He is no longer working here
according to the agency’s policy.
Thimmesch went on to say the agency

does background checks of all its computers, an iPod, a blanket, cash and
employees and will be held responsible other small items.
Some of the goods were stolen
for any charges from the university,
from faculty and some were
though he did
A former GVSU
property of the university,
not
want
to
though no students were
discuss specifics
custodian, who
involved.
of the accused
confessed to stealing
All of the instances
custodian.
several items from
occurred during evening
Brandon
hours from academic areas
D e H a a n ,
the university and
in AuSable, Mackinac and
assistant director
individual faculty
Lake Huron halls.
of DPS, said
DPS is awaiting the
members, will await
the janitor will
prosecutor's decision and
most likely face
charges by the Ottawa
trying to get warrants for
larceny charges.
Count prosecutor's
each case before proceeding
“Each
case
to the suspect’s arraignment.
will be looked
office.
at.”
DeHaan
news @ lanthorn .com
said. “It will be
up to the prosecutor.”
The stolen items included two laptop
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Kentucky asks Obama for $45 million aid
Dll I AA DlArL

7li/l I
D., c. i
of700,000customers.
By Sunday
night, the figure had dropped to
Associated Press Writer
less than half that. Still, it could
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
be weeks before some people
— Kentucky’s governor asked
have power again.
President Barack Obama Monday
“It’s going to be a long haul
to speed up federal aid dollars
for us,’’ Beshear said Sunday as
as costs spiral past $45 million
he toured hard-hit areas in and
for emergency work to restore
around Elizabethtown. “We’ve
power, hand out water and food
thrown everything we have at
and clear debris across the state
it. We’re going to continue to
hit hard by an icy winter storm
do that until
last week
everyone
is
Obama
back in their
“It's
going
to
be
signed federal
homes and back
emergency
a long haul for
on their feet.”
declarations
us. We've thrown
In Arkansas,
last week for
many
residents
everything we have
Kentucky,
in the northern
Arkansas and
at it. We're going to
part of the
Missouri after
state
will
continue to do that
ice and snow
spend another
blamed
for
until everyone is back
week without
more than 40
electricity
as
in
their
homes
and
deaths in nine
utility
crews
states and for
back on their feet.”
work to replace
power outages
thousands
that
peaked
STEVE BESHEAR
of pioles and
at 1.3 million
KENTUCKY GOVERNOR
eventually
customers from
work house to
the Southern
house to restore
Plains to the East Coast.
piower.
Kentucky
Gov.
Steve
About
114 .(XX) Arkansas
Beshear said he asked the
customers were without service
president to upgrade the federal
Monday morning, a week after
response by declaring a major
freezing rain started to fall. A
disaster, which would open the
pieak of about 350,000 homes
door for immediate financial
and businesses had no electricity
assistance. The current disaster after the storm.
declaration provides for federal
In Kentucky, thousands of
assistance with material, such
National Guard troops, some
as generators and bottled water
wielding chain saws, cleared
being distributed by the Federal
debris from roads and rolled
Emergency
Management
through
neighborhoods
in
Agency.
Humvees to deliver chili and
The Democratic governor
stew to relieved residents.
said the tab for the cleanup
Emergency generators were
already exceeded $45 million,
in demand, and 52-year-old
the threshold for receiving a
David Strange was out Sunday
major disaster declaration. “That
installing the units at rural
number may well increase,”
homes in west Kentucky. Strange
Beshear told The Associated
bought 200 generators and was
FYess.
selling them for markups of
Kentucky had the most power
around $50 to $100, including
outages last week, a state record
delivery down remote country

By Joe Biesk

Michigan woodchuck predicts
spring six weeks away
HOWELL. Mich (AP) Woody wouldn’t come out
of her papier-mache stump in
Howell, predicting that spring is
six weeks away.
The forecast Monday morning
from Michigan’s prognosticating
woodchuck at the Howell
Conference and Nature Center
matched the forecast from
Punxsutawney Phil, the world’s
most famous groundhog, in
Pennsylvania.
Woody indicates there will
be an early spring by hanging
out for at least 30 seconds. Her
handlers say that if she doesn’t
come out or quickly scurries
back inside, that means six more
weeks of winter.
Detroit Public Schools missing
$52,400 worth in computers

DETROIT (AP) - An
official says computers worth
about $52,400 are missing from
a Detroit Public Schools facility.
The Detroit News reports
Monday that school board
member Mane Thornton says
41 computers ordered last March
for Detroit City High School
were delivered in July but went
missing from a secured area in
November.
The law department at the
state’s laigest school district is
expected to investigate. Thornton
wants more oversight of school
supplies.
Governor's reform ideas get
mixed reactions from citizens

LANSING, Mich. (AP) Gov. Jennifer Gran holm’s ideas
for shrinking the size of state
government are getting positive
reviews
from
pro-business
groups.
Chamber
of
Michigan
Commerce President and CEO
Rich Studley says he likes her
proposal to close the Department
of History, Arts and Libraries.
The move could help the state
eventually
consolidate
18
departments to as few as six.
Studley says the arts aren’t
“an essential service” like the
state police.
The Democratic governor
plans to include her ideas
for changing the way state
government
is
organized,
slashing pay for elected officials
and taking other belt-tightening
stepis during Tuesday’s State of
the State address.
Not everyone is happy about
ideas such as possibly shuttering
the state fair in Detroit.
Hunter rescued from snowstorm,
then arrested on firearms charge

CHEBOYGAN,
Mich.
(AP) — It didn’t take long for a
hunter rescued from a northern
Michigan snowstorm to get in
trouble all over again.
Howard Keshick became
disoriented while hunting in
late December in Cheboygan
County’s Inverness Township.
He called for help with his cell
p>hone. and police teamed with
a Coast Guard helicopter based
in Traverse City to find him after
battling high winds and blowing
snow.
The
Cheboygan
Daily
Tribune says Keshick had his
black powder long rifle with him
when he was found. Authorities
determined he was a convicted
felon and was violating state
law by having the gun. They
say Keshick told them he
didn't think the law applied to
muzzleloaders.
Keshick faces arraignment on
a felony firearms charge Feb. 24
in Circuit Court. He was released
on a personal bond.
Commission reprimands former
Benzie County prosecutor

BEULAH,
Mich.
(AP)
— The Michigan Attorney
Grievance Commission has
reprimanded a former Benzie
County prosecukx after accusing
him of having his stepson's
speeding ticket dismissed.
The Traverse City RecordEagle reports Anthony Cicchelli
also must pay about $800 in
costs. The commission says he
ordered a magistrate to drop a
citation issued to his stepson,
Larry Marshall Hoffman.
A state trooper ticketed
Hoffman last March.
A message seeking comment
from Cicchelli was left Monday
before regular business hours.

AP Photo / Clay Jackson

Iced over: Utility employees work to repair lines downed by the ice storm that hit the area, in Danville, Ky, on Jan 28 More

lanes, earning the nickname “the
generator man.”
His
customers
included
an elderly couple fearful they
couldn’t run a dialysis machine.
“I just don’t know how to put
what he’s done for us into
words,” said Janeen Timmons,
62, the dialysis patient.
By Sunday night, 93 of
Kentucky’s 120 counties along
with 71 cities had declared a
state of emergency, according to
Monica French, a spokeswoman
for the Kentucky Division of
Emergency Management.

The 4.600 soldiers Beshear
ordered on duty, including
his entire Army National
Guard, swept through the state
distributing food and water,
removing fallen trees, providing
security and checking houses in
hard-to-reach areas.
Diana Burba was among
thousands of people who received
cases of bottled water from the
National Guard. Burba has no
power, and she can’t drink the
muck coming out of her faucet.
“It’s like muddy water
comes out," Burba said in her

Bonnieville mobile home.
“You don’t know how much
you depiend on it,” she said of
amenities like clean water and
electricity. “When you don’t
have it, life kind of halts.”
The troops, utility workers
and good-natured civilians took
advantage of tempieratures near
50 across much of the regioil
to make headway on repairs'.
The National Weather Service
warned the melt could cause
some flooding, but tempieratures
could dip back into the 20s and
teens by Monday night.

Riot police fire tear gas at
protesting Greek farmers
By Elena Becatoros
Associated Press Writer

ATHENS,
Greece
(AP)
— Riot police fired tear gas at
farmers Monday to prevent them
from driving their tractors to the
Greek capital as piart of a pirotest
demanding government financial
help.
At least two people, including an
oppiosition socialist PASOK party
deputy, were hurt in the scuffles at
the port of Piraeus outside Athens.
Greek farmers have been
pirotesting for two weeks over low
prices for their products, using
tractors to block border crossings
and highways across the country
for days to demand financial help
from the government.
About IJOOO farmers, local
mayors and members of parliament
arrived in Piraeus on overnight
ferries from the island of Crete with
dozens of tractors, pickup trucks
and other agricultural vehicles they
intended to drive through Athens to
the Agriculture Ministry.
Authorities said they would
only be allowed to carry out a
demonstration on foot.
“I am awaiting the farmers at the
ministry. We consider the ministry
to be the home of ail farmers and
our door is always open,” said
Deputy
Agriculture
Minister
Michalis Papadopxxjlos.
A group of farmers, black
flags fluttering from their tractors,
attempited to break thnxigh the
police lines inside the port, and riot
pxilice fired tear gas to push them
back.
“This was action taken to
stop pieople who were intent on
stopping (traffic) in an entire city,”
government spxikesman Evangelos

Antonaros said.
Two people were detained
during the clashes, in which
farmers pelted riot police with
potatoes and tomatoes and hit them
with shepherd’s crooks.
“The choice of violently
suppressing protests and the
criminalizing of social struggles is
unacceptable and doesn't solve any
problems,” said Vasilis Exarbos,
PASOK party representative for
agricultural affairs.
The farmers also blockaded
the section of the pxirt from where
ferries sail for Crete, and vowed
not to allow anybody through
unless they were allowed to drive
their tractors to the Agriculture
Ministry.
The recent farmers' roadblocks
cut road transport across the
country for days and prevented
imports and exploits across many
of the country’s northern borders.
The government last month
promised $645 million in financial
assistance for agriculture, but
many farmers have complained the
amount is too small.
In sepiarate violence, riot police
fired tear gas at demonstrators
trying to force their way into
the Athens City Hall to pirotest
the felling of trees in a park by
municipal officials.
Some 200 people arc taking piart
in the demonstration.
Residents in the capital’s
densely built-up Kypseli district arc
protesting the municipality’s plans
to build an underground parking lot
under a dilapidated park. Municipal
officials have already felled or
removed dozens of trees, which
Mayor Nikitas Kaklamanis claims
can be replanted above the lot.

AP Photo / Thanassis Stavrakis

Tractor standoff: A farmer backs his tractor into a group of riot police as they
jump out of his path in the mam port of Piraeus, near Athens, on Monday Riot
police fired tear gas at farmers to prevent them from driving their tractors to the
Greek capital as part of a protest demanding government financial help At least
two people were injured The tense standoff is the latest twist in almost two weeks
of protests by Greek farmers, who had used their tractors to block border crossings
and highways across the country for days

.

than a million people remained without power Thursday in the wake of the winter storm and could face a lengthy wait for
electricity even as millions of dollars in federal help was promised to two states hit hardest, Kentucky and Arkansas

AP Photo / Khalil Senosi

Fatal flames: A burn victim, injured in an explosion after a gasoline tanker overturned, is transported into Kenyatta National
Hospital, after being transferred from Nakuru Provincial Hospital, in Nairobi, Kenya, Sunday Rescuers combed a scorched forest
in Molo, Kenya, for corpses Sunday and burn victims overwhelmed hospitals after an overturned gasoline tanker exploded as
hundreds of people were trying to scoop up free fuel At least 113 were killed and almost 200 hurt, officials said

Kenya mourns victims
of gas tanker explosion
By Elizabeth A. Kennedy

and infighting among the power
sharing government, which was
formed last year in the wake of
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) postelection violence that killed
Kenya began a week of mourning
more than 1,000 people.
on Monday for the victims of two
Kenya’s
government
massive fires that killed more than
spokesman,
Alfred
Mutua,
140 people, and the Red Cross
declined to comment about the
began the long process of trying criticism.
to identify some of the dead with
More than l(X) people were
DNA samples.
killed
The
Saturday after
government,
More than 140 people
an overturned
meanwhile, was
gasoline
were killed Monday,
criticized for its
tanker
response to the
when two massive
expkxled as
disasters.
fires erupted in Kenya.
hundreds
“l^et
the
of
people
The Red Cross is using
deaths provide a
were trying
lesson and jolt us
DNA tests to identify
to scixip up
into being a lot
free fuel, The
victims since some
prepared
more
government
for
disasters,”
were charred beyond
said Monday
the Daily Nation
the death toll
recognition.
newspaper said
was 115, but
Monday in an
the figure was
editorial.
likely to rise. Almost 200 were hurt
It said the inferno of the in the blaze in Molo. 105 miles
expkxling gas tanker “once again (170 kilometers) northwest of the
exposed the level of disaster capital, Nairobi.
unprepared ness across the country.
The government sent extra
Watching top government officials bixly bags and medical supplies to
making frantic efforts to get the the area by helicopter, along with
injured to hospitals ... was a study more ckictors fix the overwhelmed
in logistical inefficiency.”
hospitals, where some victims
The editorial was the latest were lying on floors.
has
criticism the government
A cigarette was believed to
faced over its response and safety have sparked the blaze as police
regulations. It comes at a time struggled to control the crowds of
of turmoil in Kenya, which is villagers.
suffering through a food crisis
Another fire last week, at
Associated Press Writer

a supermarket in downtown
Nairobi, killed almost 30 people,
although it Uxik days for official^
to announce the deaths. Witnessed
said it t(xik more than an hour fo(
firefighters to reach the store, even
though it was located in the center
of town.
Fire hoses, riddled with holes!
ran dry as hundreds of bystanders
tried to help douse the flames.
During the week of mourning!
flags will fly at half staff, ancj
official functions have bcefl
postponed. Hundreds of high
schixil students in Nairobi were
offering to give blood as rescue
workers reported more deaths
from the two fires.
Officials
were
still
investigating the cause of the
supermarket blaze. Kenya’s Red
Cross said Monday that DNA
testing of badly burned victims
would begin this week, and it
called on victims parents or
siblings to provide samples.
The group said the death toll
from the supermarket skxxl at
28, but that dozens were still
reported missing.
In the hospitals near Molo’,
hundreds of injured people
overwhelmed medical facilities'.
Bum victims lined the floors',
hooked to drips and moaning in
pain.
Authorities expected the
death toll to rise and were still
searching the scorched wixids
for corpses.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON —

A bad freeze

yo«

Ciov. Jennifer Granholm’s recent proposal
to freeze all college and university tuitions
may be a short-term benefit for current
students, but it will hurt the colleges and
universities in the long run.
This year, Grand Valley State University saw the highest
tuition increase in the school’s history. Grumbles and
complaints could be heard all throughout campus as students
were forced to pay tuition at a 13 percent increase from last
year. So a guaranteed tuition freeze would seem worth while,
right?
Wrong.
I his week, Gov. Granholm introduced a package that
would call for all Michigan colleges and universities to
freeze tuition tor the next academic year. Colleges and
universities that agree to the freeze will see an exchange
in a stimulus plan, or a fund that will be allocated from the
federal government. However, those who choose to engage in
yet another increase in tuition will find themselves receiving
less money from the state.
GVSU is one of the lowest-funded universities in the state
of Michigan despite its fastest-growing student population.
Even though GVSU could possibly receive more money from
the state than what has been allocated in recent years, an
exchange just would not be sufficient.
Zumberge Library is one of the smallest libraries when
square footage to student enrollment are compared, and as
GVSU has been pushing for an expansion, the funds to do so
haven't been there.
At a time when the state and even the national economies
are hurting, universities, such as GVSU, rely on tuition in
order to accommodate for the growth and expansion of its
student body.
Without an increase in tuition, GVSU would not be
nationally recognized as one of the nicest campuses, and
state-of-the-art facilities, such as the Turf building, just
wouldn’t exist.
GVSU needs to grow and be an even better campus not
only for its current students, but to also help increase the
value of the GVSU degree for the alumni. The current state
of the university and its future depend on a tuition increase.
It may not seem fair or even beneficial for the current
students who have to dish out the extra money every year, but
these students are helping future generations enjoy a better
campus, just as past students once did for us.
Gov. Granholm’s plan may be good for a quick fix now,
but the interests of the university in the long run are not
taken into account in this tuition freeze package. A long-term
damage doesn’t just hurt the university; the future students,
the current students and even the alumni are also affected,
and isn’t that what really matters?
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Valley Vote
Should plagiarism be grounds for
dismissal from the university?

Yes:

26.92%

No:

73.08%

Vote online at

Should GVSU comply with freezing
tuition rates for next year?
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GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Ijetters must include the author 's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley lanthorn
Ijetters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons.
The content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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YOUR INSIGHTS -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What do you think when you hear six more
weeks of winter?

"I would have to
say that I'm pretty
disappointed in Phil,
and he's not looking out
for our better interests.
It makes me look even
more forward to the
summer and the warm
weather."

"It makes me wish
that I had gone to the
University of Guam like
I had planned to do in
high school, but yet I
came to Grand Valley
instead. Guam would
be a lot nicer than
Michigan right now."

"Six more weeks of
winter makes me glad
that I just bought a
Jeep, because my GrandAm died. Now I have
four-wheel drive, and
being in Allendale and
Grand Rapids with fourwheel drive makes it so
much easier."

"I think that the
groundhog failed us by
not bringing us warmer
weather. It makes me
want to move away
from Michigan — far
away. I would move
to California or South
Carolina because of the
warmer weather."

"Hopefully (the
groundhog's prediction)
won't come true
because I can't take this
cold weather any more.
I'm more of a summer
person, and I like the
warm weather. (If it
does come true,) I would
sleep my life away."

Heather Jezierski

Linny Tryc

Kristen Leitz

Ben Rizner

Eric Locke

Junior
Public and Nonprofit
Administration
Clinton Township, Mich.

Sophomore
Criminal Justice
Comstock Park, Mich.

Freshman
Psychology
St. Joseph, Mich.

Senior
Music
Holland, Mich.

Senior
Music
Flint, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION -------------------------------------------------------------------------

Losing my religion over injustice

I have found as time
goes on. I am becoming less
religious.
I’m not an atheist or an
agnostic, but have become
more of a believer on my
own terms. I believe there is
a higher power, but I don’t
feel he/she/it necessarily cares
about my day-to-day actions.
I believe the Bible teaches
us to not judge others, respect
and love our fellow human
beings. Religion and the
Bible is where many of us
have obtained our values and
morals, and frankly, I think
they do a good job of creating
a greater society in some
respects.
However. I feel organized
religion has some major

flaws that overpower much
of the good religion and the
Bible do, and that’s why there
are members of the world
community who are beginning
to find their own belief
systems.
The incident, which got
me thinking about religion
this week was actually a story
I heard on the radio about
two teenage girls who were
expelled from their Christian
private school after it was
discovered they were lesbians.
I am in full agreement the
school had the right to choose
to expel those girls. After all,
they are a private institution
and can exclude whoever they
desire. However, this does not
mean what they did was right.
I find this story to
demonstrate the cruelty and
one of the major flaws of
religion. What is this school
teaching the other students in
the school by expelling two of
their lesbian classmates? Are

they learning it is wrong to be
part of the LGBT community,
or simply to not be accepting
of others if they are different?
It seems the message of
love and acceptance may not
always be what religion is
teaching.
In my church growing
up, we had LGBT members
who attended regularly, and
I thought it was amazing the
church was so accepting.
However, after seeing “Seven
Passages: The stories of Gay
Christians” a few weeks ago.
and hearing the stories of
LGBT individuals, 1 realized
my church wasn’t accepting at
all. In fact, they were ignoring
the issue altogether.
What amazes me more
though is some LGBT
individuals so desperately
want to belong to a religious
community that is so keen to
judge them for their sexual
preference. How can someone
continue to believe in a

religious institution, which
does not want to accept all for
who you are?
I realize maybe these
individuals suffer through
these injustices now, so future
generations might be able to
attend church as members
and not have to worry about
not being accepted because of
their sexual preferences.
Nevertheless, the idealistic
part of me cannot help
but think these religious
institutions should not be
judging these people to begin
with, and this is a fight, which
shouldn’t have to be fought.
People are entitled to live
their lives the way they want
to and believe in what they
want as long as it doesn’t
infringe on someone else’s
rights and freedoms.
That’s what I believe in
anyway.
psaenz@ lanthorn jcom

Turn your cell on silent, pay attention
Sara

This week's question:
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“Yeah, I have a cell
phone now - but only for
emergencies - like if the car
breaks down.”
Sound familiar? It seems
not so long ago I heard
relatives, aunts and uncles
using this statement to talk
about their new phones. But
then people started realizing
the potential of this new
technology. It was like the
proverbial light bulb went
on, as cell phones evolved
into the mini-computer
communication machines they
are today.
As I sat in one of my large
lecture classes today. I could
not even begin to count all of
the people texting instead of
reading the text and listening.

Maybe I am just a little
detached from the mindset
of these students. If I was
planning on slouching at my
desk alternating texting with
naps - I would not even bother
coming to class. Actually,
I would save my self a few
thousand dollars, and not
waste time by enrolling. Sorry,
that must just be the common
sense talking.
But hey, we are all adults
here. Do what you want, make
your own choices - that is
what the college experience is
all about anyway. Your texting
will not distract me or other
students who are concerned
about their classes. At worst
it will tick off your professor,
though the chance they will
say anything is pnvbably quite
slim.
What I really find
inconsiderate and irritating,
however, is when students
receive a text or call, and

their cell phones vibrate.
Apparently someone decided
setting the phone to vibrate
meant no one would hear
it. Obviously that is not the
case. Next to gossiping loudly
during lecture, vibrating
phones are one of the most
annoying things people do
during class. What makes this
phenomenon so aggravating
is that the owner of the phone
often pretends that it is not his
or her phone making noise.
So it continues until voicemail
picks up.
I would prefer the phone
just ring. It does not happen
very often, and when it
does - the student has no
trouble quickly flipping
open the phone to silence
it. Emharrassment and.
depending on the professor,
fear, are likely explanations.
You can leam a lot about your
classmates by their ringtones.
Depending on the song, it

could even put a smile on
the face of a fellow student.
Ideally though, students would
respect the right of others to
get what they paid for - an
education. Set your phone to
silent. If you are expecting a
call that is so important, stay
home to wait for it.
Most students are not
waiting on an important
call, or texting in a truly
urgent situation. From my
observations, conversations
appear to center around the
weekend, relationships or
just the boredom of sitting
through a class. One could
wonder what that says about
our generation, one that ends
boredom by using cell phones
- that not too long ago were
labeled for emergencies only.
When not being “bored"
begins to take precedence over
respect for others, we have an
emergency.
st tmmet® lanthorn xrom
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Shocked
into culture:
Groceries in
Ghana

Lauren Sibula, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com

Rugby players to sell love at date auction
GVSU men's rugby team up for bids to
community as dates, manual laborers
off separately and all bidding will
start at $ 10. Attendees can raise the
bids and challenge other bidders
Who says money cannot buy for a player of their choice. An
emcee will announce each player
happiness?
Students looking for love, and read a short list of qualities and
romance or maybe just some extra characteristics of each player to
help moving out of their apartment help bidders decide which man to
can purchase a Grand Valley State purchase.
Caroll-Howard said the team
University men’s rugby team player
especially enjoys wearing suits and
for a variety of activities.
'The second annual Rugby dressing up for the event.
“It’s a great night for us to raise
Player Date Auction will take
place Feb. 13, where attendees money, get gussied up, strut our stuff
can choose from approximately and show the ladies at Grand Valley
30 rugby players to purchase for a what sexy, confident strapping lads
we all are,” Lennon said.
date.
Senior Kelly Steinman attended
Bidders who win a rugby player
are buying three hours of service last year’s event and bid on a player
from the player. The three hours to support the organization. She said
of service can include activities she knew the player she bid on was
“a ton of fun,” and she had a good
such as a romantic
time competing to
help
evening,
“The auction is not
purchase a play er.
with yard work,
At last year’s
a trip to a local
just for dates. You
event,
two
bar.
cleaning
can buy these guys
team
members
an apartment or
to perform manual
performed
a
assistance moving
rendition
of
the
in or out of an
labor... anything
classic Saturday
apartment.
you can think of
Night
Live
“The auction is
Chippendale skit,
that is legal.”
not just for dates,”
which originally
said Christopher
CHRISTOPHER
featured Patrick
Caroll-Howard,
CAROLL-HOWARD
Swayze and Chris
the rugby club
RUGBY CLUB PRESIDENT
Farley. As far as
team
president.
a
performance
“You can buy
this year, I^ennon
these guys to perform manual labor,
such as moving or heavy lifting or said attendees should expect the
cleaning. We will do pretty much unexpected.
“You never know what these
anything you can think of that is
characters are going to do,” he
legal.”
The team decided to host said.
l^ennon and Caroll-Howard
the event again this year after a
successful turnout at last year’s said the team boasts an array of
men, spanning from athletes to
auction.
“It was a great success." said honor students, where women can
Ryan Lennon, a rugby team find any kind of man of their liking
member. “We went in not expecting to bid on.
“We have top-notch men to
a whole lot because we had never
done anything like that before. We choose from.” Lennon said. “We
were glad that so many ladies came, have everything from the wildest
and we raised close to $ I .(XX) in drinkers to the sweetest freshmen
on our team, but no matter what,
one night.”
The auction serves as a we all know how to treat a lady
fundraiser for the team, and all of with respect.”
The Date Auction will run from
the money raised from the bids is
used to pay for team costs, such as 6 to 9 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center
Room 215/216.
travel.
lakerlife@ lanthorn i om
Each player will be auctioned
By Lauren Sibula
GVL Laker Life Editor

By Jacquelyn Lohman
GVL Study Abroad Columnist

The differences between
our familiar U JS. and my
current location, Ghana, are
innumerable. But what I’ve
found already in my short
time here is that contrasting
two completely different parts
of the world is absolutely
pointless and gets me nowhere.
What is actually important are
the similarities our two worlds
share, mainly this: Despite our
differences, we are all human.
Our second day in Cape
Coast, Ghana, my two
comrades and I wandered into
the city center to buy some
food at the markets. Picture a
traditional flea market. Now
take away the organization
and throw in. instead, some
chickens, goats, dust, dirt and
a whole lot of African women
with baskets on their heads.
So we found our way to
a provisions shop and made
our way inside. I wandered
aimlessly around this "grocery
store" desperately looking
for anything familiar. Sweat
dripped down every crevice of
my body and dust seemed to
settle into every little crevice
on every little shelf. Suddenly
I was shoved from behind as
someone frantically rushed
past me yelling, “Run! Get
out!”
And then: Confusion,
panic. Everyone pushed for
the exit. The craziest scenarios
raced through my mind to
explain the sudden chaos. My
jet-lagged, culture-shocked and
entirely overactive imagination
pictured a machete w ielding
militia man ransacking the
store and taking innocent
hostages along the way. I could
imagine the tragic report on
CNN that night. I threw down
my basket, made a beeline for
the exit and didn't look back
until I was out in the relative
safety of the jam-packed street
and the chickens.
A tiny hand grabbed my
wrist and tugged, pulling me
out of my daze. I looked down
and saw the biggest, roundest,
brownest eyes my own eyes
had ever seen.
“Bruni! Bruni! Why are
you scared, Bruni?”
Only then did I stop long
enough to look back and
see a sea of unfamiliar faces
staring back at me equally
horrified. Sweat mixed with
tears as embarrassment, relief,
confusion and sheer exhaustion
poured down my face. And
then, I smiled. As if the clouds
had suddenly parted, my
audience unfroze and was
immediately overcome with
laughter and smiles. As quickly
as the ordeal had begun, it was
over. Members of the crowd
rushed over to comfort me.
Amid hugs, pats on the back
and far too many well-intended
laughs I heard all I needed to
hear. “Don’t cry Bruni, it was
only an electrical spark!”
Moral of the story: We all
jump to conclusions. We all
get scared. We all want to run
and cry sometimes. Africa
is different. It's not the U.S.
and it’s not Grand Valley
State University. But despite
our differences, we must
remember that we are all still
human. Sometimes, it’s not
about the familiar arms .and
faces that once comforted you
when you were scared (and
will again comfort you upon
returning home). Rather, it’s
about accepting the fact that a
little girl's grasp and the hugs
of complete strangers can be
all the comfort you need. They
didn’t judge a crazy white girl
running through their market,
so who am I to judge their
world? Welcome to Ghana,
Jackie, welcome

Courtesy Photo / Ryan Lennon

Date sale: The GVSU's men's rugby team will host its second annual Rugby Player Date Auction on Feb. 13 to raise money for
the team. Attendees of the auction can choose from about 30 rugby players to purchase for a date or manual labor.

PICK YOUR POISON
Ryan Lennon
Senior
Major:

Nick Snyder
Senior
Major:

Matt Orrico

Criminal
Justice

Political
Science and
International
Relations

Business

Rugby
Nickname:
Likes: Sipping

Rugby
Nickname:

tea, beating

Duke

everyone at
"Cash Cab," Shawn from "Tool
Academy" and singing with his
band.

Cooking, playing guitar,
outdoor activities, water sports,
airplanes and museums.

Donkeylips

Dislikes: Snowy winter roads,
going to class and Rob Russell.
Ideal Date: See a play
downtown, go to dinner, try on
matching sweaters and finish
off with dessert with a lot of
whipped cream.
Future career goals: Obtaining
a master's degree in social
work and public administration.
He will get involved in city
government and be the governor
of Michigan in 2038.

1 •’

I

Dislikes: People who chew
with their mouth open, having
cold hands, the Maroons and
country music.
Ideal Date: A home-cooked
meal and a history or art

Major:
Rugby
Nickname:
Arbys

Likes: Sports,
Hip-hop and
country music,
cheeseburgers,
traveling and spandex.
Dislikes: Waking up early,
doing homework, cleaning and
Ohio State.
Ideal Date: Dinner, going to
a sports game or concert, then
going out for ice cream.

museum.

Future Career Goals: He hopes
to become a lawyer or possibly
own his own business.

Future career goals: He would
like to be a fighter pilot.

generous guy and a joker.

Friends describe me as: A

Friends describe me as:
Reliable, fun and witty.

if *

Friends describe me as: A
friendly goofball.

LGBT icon to discuss impact of sexuality on identity
By Allison Bleeker
GVL Staff Writer

In 1971, the first center for
sexual-orientation
concerns
was founded at the University
of Michigan.
Called the Lesbian-Gay

Male Programs Office, this
was the first staff office in the
U.S. in an institution of higher
learning, and presumably the
first of its kind in the world, to
respond to sexual-orientation
concerns.
Jim Toy, founder of the

LGMPO, will speak to students
Tuesday about race issues and
the LGBT community in his
program, “Politics and Power:
The “Rules of Gender’ and
their intersections with the
‘Rules of Race.’”
“Jim Toy is an icon in the

Courtesy Photo / Google Images
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Likes:

Freshman

Raising awareness: Jim Toy was the first

to found an LGBT resource center in an institution of higher learning in the U S

gay community,” said Colette one group of people opens
Beighley, assistant director the door for injustice toward
of the LGBT Center. "He is everyone, and awareness is key
well respected and loved, and to stopping that injustice,” said
a treasure in our state. It is an sophomore Carol Nicholson.
honor to have him come to “Having (Toy) as a speaker
would be the first step in
us.”
Toy’s program will take promoting that awareness.”
a look at how a person’s
Junior Ashley Perrin said
sexual
identity,
gender she would like students to
identity, expression and sexual learn more about the LGBT
orientation are interwoven Resource Center and the
with their identities of race, many services and resources it
color, ethnicity, geographic provides.
provenance, economic class,
“Whether people like it
physical,
intellectual
and or not, they are going to
emotional
attributes
and be confronted sometime in
philosophical
_ either their
and
religious
professional
“Jim Toy is an icon in
beliefs.
career
or
“He
will
personal
the gay community.
take a look at
life
with
He is well respected
the
multiple
diversity
and loved, and a
identities
such as that
we bring to
you
would
treasure in our state.
the table and
find
in
It is an honor to have
how they are
the
LGBT
him come to us.”
impacted
by
community,
other
factors
andthecenter
COLETTE BEIGHLEY
in our lives,”
provides
a
GVSU LGBT RESOURCE CENTER
Beighley said.
great deal of
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Toy
is
a
information
prominent
to help,” she
figure in the LGBT community, said. “I also think it is a great
and is the first person in event for GVSU, because of
Michigan to publicly identify the founding of the center
as gay. which he did during a here just this year, which has
speech at an anti-Vietnam War already won awards for its
rally in 1970.
work and is one of the few on
Toy is also a founding this side of the state.”
member of the Detroit Gay
Beighley said she would
Liberation Movement, along like students to attend so they
with the LGMPO at the can experience the many ways
University of Michigan.
Toy has made a difference in
“He is a pioneer in equality others’ lives.
and justice,” Beighley said.
“I hope students will see
“What he did on the other side the dynamic of change, and
of the state was 40 years ahead come to a better understanding
of what is happening now in of the challenges people with
West Michigan."
multiple identities face,” she
Several
Grand
Valley said.
State University students said
“Politics and Power: The
they feel having Toy speak ‘Rules of Gender’ and their
on campus is a good way to intersections with the Rules of
spread awareness about issues Race’ will take place Tuesday
in the LGBT community.
at 4 p.m. in the Kirkhof
“It is very important for Center.
people to learn about LGBT
issues because injustice toward
ahleeker® lanthorn .com
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Hate the
game, not
the player
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Griffins serve hot meals off ice
Players, coach trade sticks for ladles to volunteer at
Guiding Light Mission in Grand Rapids
With aprons covering their game
jerseys - careful not to spill spaghetti
(717. Sports Editor
sauce on them before Friday night’s
At the heart of downtown Grand game - the players line up in assembly
Rapids sits Van Andel Arena, home I i ne fash ion. Each player serves a part of
of the Grand Rapids Griftins hockey the meal - noodles, chicken Parmesan,
team. On the ice the team learns scalloped potatoes, vegetables and
valuable lessons such as hard work, rolls - onto trays, as residents of the
determination and dedication.
homeless shelter, one-by-one, line up
But Monday, some Griffins players to receive their dinner.
learned lessons that could not be taught
It’s no secret that Michigan
on the ice as three players - James residents love hockey and care about
Howard, Jason Jozsa, Aaron Gagnon, their players. But the players, shelter
and Griffins head coach Curt Fraser employees and Griffins’ head coach
served food to the local community at all agree the Griffins care about the
the Guiding Light Mission.
community and their fans, too.
Food and shelter are taken for
“There’s a lot of people in Grand
granted by some, but the Guiding Rapids, like us, that are treated very
Light Mission provides both of these g(»d - we’re very fortunate,” Fraser
to people in need. After serving said. “There’s a lot of other people that
about 150 hungry people on Monday, aren’t as fortunate as us.”
Howard, the Griffins
Fraser
credits
starting goaltender,
the
Red
Wings
“For you to step back
said it shows there
organization
and
and take time out of
are worse things in
general manager Ken
life than just losing a
Holland for drafting
your schedule to put a
hockey game.
and bringing this
smile on somebody's
“Sometimes with
type of player.
athletes they don’t
“These
are
face in the long run
really realize how
all
high-quality
could be a big deal.”
lucky they have it,”
character kids that
he said. “You’re
care about these
playing a sport for a
types of things and
JAMES HOWARD
living - you've been
that’s what makes
GRIFFINS GOALTENDER
tally blessed. For
them good hockey
you to step back and
players,” he said.
take time out of your
“They come from
schedule to put a smile on somebody’s that kind of background where it’s
face in the long run could be a big deal. important to help other people. They’re
It’s nothing much but just making a not a bunch of spoiled kids. These are
small effort in somebody else’s life can kids that really care and are working
make a huge difference.”
hard to get up to the Detroit Red
By Matt Kuzawa

Hockey players have been
misunderstood and it’s time
they shake the rap of being bad
or dangerous people - if any
blame is to be dealt, place it on
the nature of the sport.
But to label the players that
way is not fair to the player or
the organization they represent.
Hockey is a violent sport,
this is no secret. The emotion
and passion for the game of
hockey is unparalleled to any
other sport leading to fighting
and blood.
And with players flying
around the ice with sticks in
their hands and razor sharp
blades attached to their feet,
this only adds to the negative
connotation.
Hockey has received plenty
of criticism and backlash from
the media and society, and
granted there are some bad
apples in the sport.
Actions such as the violent
on-ice assault by Michigan
State University hockey
players that sent a Michigan
Wolverine player to the
hospital only continues to cast
a dark cloud over the sport.
Boneheads like former
Dallas Star forward Sean
Avery, with his crude
comments and cancerous
attitude in the locker room,
shows not everyone deserves
the honor and privilege to play
in the NHL.
But for every story or
incident involving violence in
hockey, there should be a story
like the Grand Rapids Griffins
serving food at the Guiding
Light Mission, because that is
a better representation of the
players’ characters.
The Griffins have always
prided themselves in giving
back to the community and
helping out anyway they can,
said Griffins head coach Curt
Fraser.
But it is not just the Griffins
who are helping out.
“I've been involved with
hockey my whole life,”
Fraser said. “I can only speak
for hockey, but every team
I’ve ever played for or been
involved in, hockey players
always do this kind of thing.”
Along with serving food at
local shelters, Griffins players
give back to the children in
the community by practicing
with youth hockey teams or
by visiting sick children at
the Helen DeVos Children's
Hospital.
And the reaction from these
children does not mesh with
the violent image of hockey
players portrayed by the media.
Would the hospital and the
Griffins want a player visiting
and hanging out with children
if they were indeed violent?
I think not.
Bob Kaser. Griffins vice
president of Community
Relations and Broadcasting,
described the responses from
people after coming in contact
with the players.
“I thought hockey players
were these big, mean, rough
guys,” Kaser said, offering a
common misconception. “They
can’t believe what gentle
giants and what teddy bears
they are. Their personalities
are incredible - they’re very
good with people. Hockey
players in general are the most
approachable, with all due
respect to other sports.”
So before the media and
society brainwashes you into
thinking these players are
dangerous, violent people,
just remember the incidents
reported are rare occurrences
and aren’t a true representation
of these men.
Instead take a look around
your community and you will
see the true image of what a
hockey player is really about.
Don’t hate the player - if
you must, hate the game.
sports@ lanthorn .com

GVl / Bri Goodyear

Community check: Jason Jozsa, of the Grand Rapids Griffins hockey team, serves alongside
other volunteers at Guiding Light Mission. Jozsa and several of his teammates served dinner to the
homeless at the Grand Rapids shelter on Monday night

GVl / Bri Goodyear

Serving soul: Griffins' goalie James Howard prepares food at Guiding Light Mission for the
residents on Monday night. The Griffins took time to help serve the community of Grand Rapids

Wings. They’re very smart kids as well
and they know it’s very important to
get out and support their community.”
Gagnon agreed with his coach
and said before being part of the
organization, players go through indepth meetings with the Red Wings.
“They don’t just drop the player
on the ice, they drop the player off the
ice as well ” he said. “They want good
people in their system. It’s not just
skate on the ice and sign him up. They
really know who they’re bringing in
and they’ve done a really good job of
that.”
While players skate on the ice, it
is easy to characterize them as just a
hockey player - forgetting they are
people first.
“We’re setting out not only for
that move to the NHL, but for life in
general,” said Bob Kaser, Griffins vice
president of Community Relations.

“We want them to grasp the importance
of doing this stuff. Most of them
already do but once they leave here
they really do. These guys are eager to
get out and do these kinds of things.
Especially these guys that have ne vetdone this before — once they’ve done
it, 1 guarantee they will be asking me
the next day, ‘Hey, when can I do it
again?’ They just come away with
such a great feeling.”
Mike Farrell, Guiding Light food
service manager applied a personal
mantra to describe the event.
“I have a motto - and it’s God first,
hockey second, food third. That’s just
the way it is,” he said.
Whether or not the order is the
same, the Griffins seem to have the
same mentality as Farrell.
sports@ lanthorn xom

The track to a championship: Steeplechase
One of the main events that make the track, field sport, this is
the third part in a series of weekly stories that will examine the
numerous aspects of track, field.
Next Week: Sprint/Ilurdles
By Grant Wieman
GVL Staff Writer

In almost every sport, teammates are rooting for
each other to succeed. When athletes crowd around
the water pit during a 3.000-meter steeplechase race,
most are hoping for the opposite.
“Everyone at the meet, they all crowd around
the water pit and wait for someone to fall,” said
sophomore Kelly Crowley. “If you look on YouTube,
you can see a lot of (videos) of people falling headfirst

GVl I Becky Reaver
Keeping time: The top male distance runners for GVSU
time their practice runs and perfect their pace Steeplechase
combines long-distance running with hurdles

into the water pit.”
Crowley is a distance runner at Grand Valley State
University, participating in cross country and indoor
track in the fall and winter. In the spring, she will
enter her second season as a steeplechase runner.
“I would say I like steeplechase a lot better than On track: The GVSU women's distance runners are pushed by
just ninning on the track.” Crowley said. “It breaks the track coach as they run in preperation Many long-distance
up the monotony, keeps it interesting.”
runners also participate in the steeplechase event.
In the steeplechase, which the Lakers run only in
outdoor competition, runners make their way around (this year) and run less than nine minutes.”
The men’s school record for the event, set by
the track by clearing four hurdle-like barriers each
lap. Unlike in traditional hurdles, the barriers are Robbie Young in 2007, is 9 minutes, 4.65 seconds
and the women’s record, set by L^ura Kruis in 2001,
firm enough for the athletes to step on.
The steeplechase also includes a 12-foot water is 10:47.51.
Not all steeplechase competitors had the same
pit that slopes up from a depth of 0.7 meters at the
early interest as Emmorey though. Crowley, currently
barrier to track level.
“It is a distance event that requires a lot of suffering from a stress-fracture that has kept her out
flexibility, strength and mental toughness,” said of the indoor season, said she was not asked to do
steeplechase until she was already
redshirt freshman Tyler Emmorey.
at GVSU.
“All the distance events require
“Typically, as a
“I’d heard of someone that I
you to be tough, but I feel like
steeplechaser, you
knew from my high school that
steeplechase is more difficult
had done that when she went to
because you are jumping over
need to be more
college, but other than that I didn’t
barriers and the water pit for a
athletic than just a
really know what it was about,”
distance close to two miles.”
Crowley said, who also competed
Emmorey said he was drawn
normal race... not
in gymnastics in high school.
to steeplechase before he came
just good runners, but
She added although it takes a
to GVSU, having ain hurdles
special athlete to compete, there
in middle school and watching
good runners who are
are not many tricks. She practices
steeplechase in the Olympics.
athletic.”
going over the obstacles with either
“Typically, as a steeplechaser,
foot first and does her best to avoid
you need to be more athletic than
TYLER EMMOREY
falling into the water.
just a normal race," Emmorey said.
GVSU FRESHMAN
Emmorey, similar to all of
“The steeplechaser group consists
GVSU’s steeplechase competitors,
of not just good oinners, but good
nins distance indoors but said he is excited for the
runners who are athletic.”
The Lakers had two All-Americans in steeplechase outdoor season to begin.
"I love steeplechase,” he said. “I guess people
last year, including senior Chris Hammer who
finished in sixth-place at nationals. Emmorey said might say that distance running is boring to watch. If
a person came to a meet and were to stand next to the
the team is hoping to better those numbers this year.
“For the team we want to sweep conference and water pit. I’m sure they would have a good time."
qualify at least three to the national meet," Emmorey
g wieman @ lanthorn rom
said. “I hope to be one of (the multiple) All-Americans
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slick, top-ranked Oilers
GVSU’s men's basketball team to battle powerhouse,
University of Findlay, in second season matchup
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Staff Writer

While the Grand Valley
State
University
men’s
basketball team has been
riding the better part of a sixgame win streak, the team has
had its rough patches. The
Lakers (15-4, 10-4 GLIAC)
are 4-3 on the road this season,
and each of those losses were
in conference matchups.
But tonight the Lakers
will collectively face their
biggest challenge yet as they
travel down to Findlay, Ohio
to take on the No. 1-ranked
and undefeated University of
Findlay Oilers.
The Lakers and the Oilers
met once earlier this season in
Allendale. The team was able
to keep its powerhouse visitors
at bay early in the matchup, but
Findlay ended up with the 6847 victory, handing GVSU its
first home loss in 38 games.
But after benefiting from
successful runs since the
game, several Lakers said
they are more confident they
will perform better this time
around.
“What’s motivating us now
is that we know that we’re a
better team now than when
we first played them,” said
sophomore center Anthony
lanni. “Everything that we
gutted out this past weekend in
the Upper Peninsula showed
how much we’ve come
together as a team. We’re

going to go into this game and
play our tails off.”
To remain competitive
in today’s game, the Lakers
will need to keep the Findlay
offensive attack at bay. The
Oilers are led by returning
senior Josh Bostic. Averaging
about 18 points per game and
shooting 47 percent from
the field, the 6 -foot, 5-inch
forward leads the team’s
offense. He also leads the
team with 46 total steals this
season.
Bostic tallied 12 points,
seven rebounds and three
steals the last time he faced
GVSU.
“I’ve been looking forward
to playing against him again
since we lost,” said senior
forward Pete Trammell. “Last
time I got a couple of cheap
fouls that kept me out for a
while. As long as I stay out of
foul trouble, then I feel like I
can limit what he does. He’s a
great player, but 1 feel like I’m
a great player, too.”
But Bostic is not the only
threat the Lakers will face. In
fact, Findlay’s entire starting
five averages double digits in
scoring.
“It’s probably impossible
to stop them,” said GVSU
head coach Ric Wesley. “But
to go down there and be
competitive, we’ll have to
play a lot better than we did
the first time around. We’ve
got to make them work for
everything they get. They’ve

GVl I Luke Hotwagner

Relaxed practice: Sophomore Toreau Brown (left) and senior Pete Trammell
share

a laugh at practice

GVl / Luke Hotwagner

Taking aim: Senior Bobby Tiernan
focuses on the rim in practice. The
team will travel to Ohio to play the
Oilers tonight.

got so many weapons - if you
don’t play good defense then
they end up getting a lot of
easy baskets.”
The Lakers will also face a
superb perimeter threat. In a
loss to the Lakers last season,
every first-half Findlay point
came from three-point range.
The team seems to have
continued this trend into this
season shooting a collective
40 percent and averaging
about eight three-pointers per
game. Oiler sophomore guard
Nathan Hyde heads the team’s
perimeter attack shooting
about 50 percent from range
and totals 45 of the team's 141
total three-pointers.
Findlay shot seven for
17 from beyond the arch in
its win over GVSU, led by
Hyde’s team high 13 points,
with nine of the points beyond
the arc.
“They’ve got some of the
top three-point shooters in
the conference,” Wesley said.
“You’re not going to shut
them out - they’re going to get
some. We just have to make
them work hard for them and
try not to give up the easy
ones.”
Wesley said he will be
looking to Trammell and
sophomore Justin Ringler
to lead the charge in what
he expects to be a hostile
environment.
“Even if they don’t lead
statistically, they’ll need to
come up big as leaders in an
environment like that,” he
said. “That team has been
through the wars together, and
it’ll be a packed house when
we go down there.”
Tip off in Findlay, Ohio is
slated for 7:30 p.m.

The team will face top-ranked Findlay today
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Wrestlers pin third-straight dual national title
CVSU men’s wrestling team defeats University of Central Florida 33-18 to win this year’s NCWA Dual National Championships
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Staff Writer

With a long history of
tournament
and
national
championships, the Laker men’s
wrestling team proved it is still
one of the elite programs in
the nation this past weekend
by winning the NCWA Dual

National Championships.
On Saturday, Grand Valley
State University clinched its
third-straight team dual national
title, defeating the University of
Central Florida 33-18 in the finals
held in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Senior
grappler
Ryan
Lancaster said the Lakers had
a clear advantage over all

Courtesy Photo / Dan Terpstra

Pinned down: GVSU wrestling is looking to make it four years in a row with a
NCWA National Championship this year. The team won the NCWA Dual National
Championship against the University of Central Florida this past weekend.

opponents in terms of having a
complete team.
“There were definitely some
talented wrestlers we went
against, but it seems our team
is pretty notorious for being in
pretty good shape, and we just
out-hustled the other teams,”
he said. “Our conditioning has
really paid off, and because of
that, we were able to win lot of
close matches.”
This
year’s
tournament
expanded to 16 teams from last
season’s eight, said GVSU head
coach Rick Bulhuis.
“The (expansion) made it
possible for teams to get more
matches than previous years,
and allow for athletes to have the
experience,” he said.
The 16 teams were divided
into pools of four, where the
Lakers won convincingly in all
of their matchups, including
victories over Louisiana State
University,
40-9,
Mercer
University, 49-9 and Bowling
Green State University, 42-9.
The team then defeated Oakland
University 40-5 in the semifinals
to advance to the championship
match.
Bulhuis said this meet was
important because it puts a huge
emphasis on being a team.
“Wrestling is an individual
sport, but when you are a part
of a complete team, you want to
perform better,” he said. "The
other elite wrestling programs
in the NCWA compete in this
event, so we get a gauge of how
we stack up. When we wrestle

Warner's journey should not end yet
Brian
Beaupied
<M. SparIs
Columnist

I have no reason to believe
that Kurt Warner can’t make it
to another Super Bowl.
And if you know his story of
going from super market stock
boy to Super Bowl golden boy,
why would you want him to
retire?
It is the feel-good story of the
NFL, what with all the strip club
shootings and other mishaps
commonly associated w ith
NFL players. Warner is living
proof that if you work hard
enough, and want something
badly enough, you’ll eventually
get your big break. If I were
Warner, I wouldn’t have it any
other way.
Entering his senior season
of college football at Northern
Iowa, Warner was third on the
depth chart. Finally earning
the chance to play, he was
the conference offensive
player of the year. Think of
a Tom Brady, bom in the
middle of the country, without
supermodel girlfriends and a
GQ appearance.
After being cut from Packers
training camp in 1994, Warner
was relegated to working at a
local super market in his home
town of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Without any other tryouts on the
table Warner went to the now
temporarily-defunct, or at least
we think temporarily-defunct
Arena Football League,
What could better hone your
skills as a quarterback trying to
make it big than the AFL? Think
about it.
Warner’s accuracy
undoubtedly improved in such
on such a small, tight playing
surface.
After the AFL. Warner was
signed by St. Louis and sent to
the now permanently-defunct
TONK5HT 11PM

NFL Europe. After tearing it
up across the pond Warner got
his big break in 1999 when
incumbent starter Trent Green
suffered a knee injury during
the preseason. Similar to when
Drew Bledsoe suffered a
concussion and Brady inherited
the Patriots, but I digress.
Warner didn’t always
succeed in the NFL, but he
persevered through it. A
tumultuous last two seasons
with the Rams, a stint in New
York and reclaiming a starters
role in Arizona later. Warner
seems capable of playing
another couple years in the
NFL.
When healthy, his numbers
are among the best in the
league, he’s proved that his
last two seasons. Though
overshadowed by younger,
flashier quarterbacks. Warner is
still capable of being successful
in this league, be it under center
or off the field.
As much as Warner has
succeeded on the field, he has
given back off of it. He should
be the poster boy of the NFL. or
maybe at least given a Madden
cover.
Regardless of whether he
comes back or not. Warner
should have earned his spot into
the NFL Hall of Fame. Never
has this league had a better
performer in the Super Bowl
and is the third all-time rated
passer.
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Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?
The Logan Doctor of Chiropractic program includes extensive
study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, rodiology, clinical
sciences, chiroproctic techniques, business training and extensive
clinical rotations.
Students also have the opportunity to combine their chiropractic
education with a unique Master s degree in Sports Science A
Rehabilitation (MS/DQ

Specialties Within Chiropractic:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Sports Rehab
Pediatrics
Geriatrics
Radiology
Acupuncture

* '

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

General Practice
Neurology
Orthopedics
Research
Personal Injury

Contact Logan University at www.logon edu for
an info packet to your future as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.

COLLEGE OF CHlROPRAl TK;
UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

WWW.

Chesterfield (St. Louis area), Missouri ♦ 800-

.<

•

jRreenleaf® lanthorn .corn

Chiropractic

LOGAN

bbeaupied@ lanthorn .com

two national champions and 10
All-Americans, we know we will
be very difficult to beat.”
Bulhuis added the Lakers
will train to fix the little things,
which will help them win close
matches.
“We want to peak our
conditioning and try to stay
healthy,” he said. “All of these
will be keys to success in
March.”
The
NCWA
National
Championships will be held
March 12-14 in Hampton. Va.
Until then, GVSU will
continue to prepare by hosting
the Laker Duals at the Fieldhouse
Arena, starting Saturday at 2
p.m., followed by the Laker
Open on Sunday at 9 a.m.
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Allendale Office
5111 Lake Michigan Dr
Allendale, Ml 49401
616-892-5111
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For more information or to
open an account today, contact:
Christopher Kuiper
Branch Manager
Christopher Kuiper® NationalCity.com

Christopher Kuiper
Branch Manager

OPEN A FREE CHECKING PLUS ACCOUNT.
GET A $100 VISA GIFT CARD.1
Simply open any new Free Checking Plus"
account and get a S100 Visa* Gift Card in
three easy steps:
1. Visit our branch to open your checking account.

Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Still going: Kurt Warner saw Super
Bowl XXXIV with the Rams, and led the
Cardinals to Super Bowl XLIII

*

FEB. 26-28

CZujMVQvW
magazine
. / MODEL &
*^e&A<** POLE CHAMP
•450

IN CASH

Don’t hang ’em up yet,
Kurt, though you have nothing
to prove, you’ve still got
something left.

well, we send a message that we tournament because it gives us
confidence toward the end of the
are still the team to beat.”
The Lakers have not lost a season.”
With more than a month left
dual match against an NCWA
in the season,
opponent in the
Bulhuis said he
last nine seasons.
“Wrestling is an
believes
these
The
NCWA
individual sport,
matches served
National
Dual
Championship
but when you are a as a measuring
stick for the team
can
determine
part of a complete
in preparing for
seeding for future
postseason meets
tournaments, so
team, you want to
in March.
it is important
perform better.”
“Our
focus
to have a strong
now switches to
showing.
RICK BULHUIS
getting the best
“One of the
GVSU HEAD COACH
individual at each
biggest
reasons
weight class,” he
this
meet
is
important is because it affects said. “Now the guys can decide
our seedings for the NCWA what weight they want to go and
Individual
Championships,” train with the goal of becoming
said senior Richard Doherty. an individual national champion
“It’s important to do well in this or All-American. If we can have

NOW HIRING NFW TALENT!

Titk to » mantgtt shout our tigrmg bonus!

“RAIN”

FEB. 13-14
COUPLES WEEKEND
Couples Receive 24-1 Admission, Drmks 4 Dances!

2 Set up direct deposit of your entire paycheck into
your new checking account Direct deposit must be
received within 60 days of your account opening
3. Accept our free National City Visa CheckCard
and make at least 10 purchases within 60 days
of account opening

LOBBY HOURS

DRIVE-UP HOURS

Monday - Friday

Monday - Thursday

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

9 a.m - 5 p.m.

Saturday

Friday
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday

National City
Now a part of 0 PNC
’ S100 Gift Card bonus otier s available for free Checking Plus accounts opened at the Allendale bionih in M by Dec 14. 2009, with a mm mini o( 150 not currently on deposit at National
City. Offer i,mited to one pet household and avanable only to households without an existing personal checMg account at Natione1 City and have not c osed a hatioral City checking
account within the past 00 days To qualify for bonus, a Visa CheckCard must be issued to you. an ACM direct deposit of youi entire pavtcll. pension or Social Sccur iy bcnel t (of at least
12S0) must be received, and at least 10 purchases made with your CheckCard posted to your checking account wilhir»<>0 days ot account opennq Your checking account must lemain open
in ordei for you to receive the $100 Gift Caid which will be mailed to you wi-hin 60 days after all conditions have been met S'O bonus is si.' |eci to 1C99 report ng Of*er cannot be
combined with any other offer and may be withdrawn at any time
1 To be eligible for Free Checking Plus and package benefits, monthly automatic activity induing ACH direct deposit, Onlire B 'I Payment cr ACM payment (such as a car loar or utility
payment) is required When you use a CheckCard assigned to this account, fees may be assessed fer international ATM and CheckCard Ir.visai lions A M cwt may ch. ge a fee
Nationality com • National City Bank, Member FDIC • 02009 The PNC Financial Services Circup, Irv •
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Modernized opera: Leonard Berstein's “Candide" is a mix of opera, theater,
musical theater and literary elements meshed together in a comic format. GVSU's
Opera Theatre will perform "Candide" Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

Courtesy Photo / News 6 Info

Comedic cast: The GVSU Opera Theatre's production of "Candide" was double cast to offer students greater artistic experience and practice The lead roles of Candide
and Cunegonde are played by Steffan Copenhaver and George Toles, and Kaylin Heydenburg and Ashly Kochanski, respectively. Performances will take place in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre in the Performing Arts Center on the Allendale Campus Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. with additional performances the following weekend.

'Candide' to offer comedic side of opera
Voltaire meets Leonard Bernstein music, Monty Python comedy in this year’s GVSU Opera Theatre production of 'Candide’
By Liz Reyna
GVL Senior Reporter

Is all for the best in the best
of all possible worlds?
Through
its
screwball
musical
comedy.
Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Opera Theatre will explore
this philosophy and more
with its Monty Python-esque
production
of
“Candide,”
premiering Friday.
Based on the popular
Voltaire novel, the opera is
a wacky satire that explores
the optimistic philosophies of
Candide, a hopelessly naive
young man, through musical
expression.
“Candide" features music by
legendary “West Side Story”
composer Leonard Bernstein.
Dale Schriemer, the director
of GVSU’s Opera Theatre, said
the production is a hybrid of
opera, theater, musical theater
and literary elements.

added
He said he chose this play
He
Bernstein’s
because it had sentimental version ‘allows the singers to
meaning to him. In 1976, play in a funny, sweet, silly
Schriemer began his career way.”
As the llth production by
with the Minnesota Opera
Company, where he made the Opera Theatre, “Candide"
his debut as
features
a
Maximillian in
dynamic
and
“Bernstein's
“Candide.”
impressive
version ... is a
depth of talent
He
chose
of
students,
this particular
quick read, like a
said Schriemer.
version
of
roller coaster ride
The lead roles
the play by
... it flies through
Bernstein
of Candide and
Cunegonde are
because
of
information...”
its fast-paced
double cast, in
DALE SCHRIEMER
an attempt to
nature,
he
GVSU OPERA THEATRE
offer
students
added.
DIRECTOR
“Bernstein’s
greater
artistic
experience and
version
is a quick read, like a roller practice.
Schriemer
said
efforts
coaster ride ... it flies through
information like the Voltaire such as these are paying off
novel but also has a high as GVSU maintains one of
entertainment value and ... the best undergraduate opera
brings in international and programs in the state.
Steffan
Copenhaver,
histoiical aspects,” Schriemer
who plays Candide, along
said.

^

with George Toles, said the comedy.
Although the play features
production was a great learning
experience for himself and off-the-wall
comedy,
Copenhaver said “Candide" is
others.
Because his role is double light-hearted but also offers
cast, he said he learned a lot stark contrast with heartfelt
moments.
from Toles and
“I
hope
other actors on
“Just because it's
they feel a
stage.
opera doesn't mean
whole array
“There
is
of emotions
so much talent
that students have
and are able
on
stage
and
to dress in tuxedos.
to step out of
everyone
brings
their comfort
This play is just
something unique
and
special,”
zone,”
he
about having fun.”
said. “I hope
Copenhaver said.
Bringing
they
come
SEAN COPENHAVER
something
out with a
GVSU JUNIOR
great sense
particularly
unique, for the first
of humor.”
Kaylin Heydenburg, who
time in GVSU Opera Theatre
history, will be Adeline Heck. plays Cunegonde along with
Heck plays “Old Lady" in the Ashly Kochanski, said the
play, and she will be GVSU’s double-cast operetta (acting
first international voice student and singing) was also a great
learning experience for music
in a production.
“Candide” is rated PG-13 majors entering the acting
because of its wacky, irreverent field.

“I think music majorsengage
in acting by trying to convey
meaning through the spirit
of a person behind a song,”
Heydenburg said. “In being
a music major and practicing
this way, acting comes a little
bit easier to me.”
Sean Copenhaver, who plays
a “Governor” and a “Spanish
Don,” said students often get
the wrong impression of Opera
Theatre. He hopes “Candide”
offers a different perspective.
“I hope students have a good
time and are able to laugh,” he
said. “Just because it’s opera
doesn’t mean that students
have to dress in tuxedos. This
play is just about having fun.”
The event will be held in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre in
the Performing Arts Center on
GVSU’s Allendale Campus at
7:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday,
with additional shows Feb. 13
and 14.
Ireyna @ lanthorn .com

Michigan International
Auto Show races into GR

.........

Not only do these shows help the manufacturers,
but
they help the overall economy as well. A recent
GVl. Staff Writer
study by two professors from GVSU and Calvin
While the nation's economy has affected many car College looked at ShowSpan's “West Michigan Home
companies, the Michigan International Auto Show is and Garden Show" and “Grand Rapids Boat Show.”
still revved up and ready to go for its 11 th annual event They were found to have helped bring in more than
this weekend.
$20 million for the Grand Rapids area.
The event, put on by ShowSpan Inc., is a consumer
This year’s show will feature new vehicles from
show, with roots reaching back into the ‘90s.
almost 40 different car manufacturers from around the
“This is a tradition here,” said Vice President of world, and will include more than 3(X) vehicles ranging
ShowSpan and MIAS Show Producer Henri Boucher. from sedans to trucks, SUVs to hybrids. There will
“It’s a place for manufacturers to introduce a product, even be a special section for “dream" cars.
and for the consumer to see what is in store for the
The Million Dollar Motorway, a special showcase
upcoming year or two."
of cars priced at more than $1001)00, will also be on
ShowSpan was started
display. The group will even include a Bugatti,
by Jack Loeks in the ‘40s.
priced at $1.5 million.
“We just hope
Alongside
the
Loeks
The auto show also boasts entertainer Nik
Theatre chain, now known
Wallenda on the tightrope, magician Rick Merrill
this
show
gets
as Celebration Cinemas, the
ami a raffle for a 2009 Mini Cooper.
company puts on 15 shows
people excited.
However, the stars of the show are always the
a year, including the MIAS,
cars.
which started in 1998.
“There’s a lot I’m looking forward to this
“We just hope this show gets
HENRI BOUCHER
year,” said Pat Kuptz, GVSU student and car
MIAS SHOW PRODUCER
people excited,” Boucher said.
enthusiast. “I’m looking forward to seeing the
“This is a great opportunity
new Mustang, Audi R8 and the Camam SS.”
for people to learn about new
There will also be four new concept cars on
options, and allow them to ask people in the know display. Concept cars are created by the designer to
about these new (options, so that they can make the address the transportation needs of the future, and often
right decision for their situation.”
incorporate advanced technology, innovative styling
Maria Landon, Grand Valley State University and even alternative energy sources.
affiliate instructor of Marketing, said auto shows work
There will also be a special pre-production car, the
really well.
2010 Camam.
“The people that attend these shows pay to get in,
The Michigan International Auto Show runs from
own similar products, have a previous interest in the today through Sunday. For more information, go to
products and are inherently captivated by the show.” http://www.grautoshow.com,
l>andon added.
jhrunstin%@ lanthorn xom
By Josh Brunsting

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Hot wheels: The Audi R8 is a hotly-anticipated new model. It is among the 300 vehicles being shown at this weekend's 11th
annual Michigan International Auto Show in Grand Rapids

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

The future: Chrysler is unveiling a much-anticipated new model The Chrysler Firepower is among the 300 vehicles being
shown at this weekend’s Michigan International Auto Show The show is in its 11th year in Grand Rapids
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Announcements

Services

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn can
help you spread the word!
331-2460.

Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331-2460.

Hiring? Get in touch with thou
sands of people who may be
looking for work! Contact the
Lanthorn at 331-2460.

Opportunities

CD and DVD Exchange buys
and sells: CDs, DVDs, text
books, games, and collectibles!
Visit
www.cddvdexchanges.com or
call 616-785-0251 for more in
formation.

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.

Experienced Attorneys just 3
Miles away from Campus. For
more information visit our webs i t e
at
www.davidknoesterplc.com or
call us at 616.895.7300

CD and DVD Exchange buys
and sells: CDs, DVDs, text
books, games, and collectibles!
Visit
www.cddvdexchanges.com or
call 616-785-0251 for more in
formation.

Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331-2460 to get started today.

Miscellaneous

Housing

Looking for up-to-date news
and events? Look no further!
Come check us out on the web
at www.lanthorn.com. If your
student organization has some
thing to say, post it with us! We
keep you informed. For contact
information feel free to e-mail
lanthorn@gvsu.edu or call
616-331-2460.

Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ‘09-’10! 1,
2, 3, OR 4 bedroom townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 or
visit www.cbeech.com.

Cottonwood Forest Condomini
ums...lease or own your condo!
Waterfront, wooded, or court
yard views available. Located in
Jenison - 15 minutes from Al
lendale of GR Campus. (616)
457-3714

Hope Network is now hiring
compasionate individuals! Job
Fair on Feb 10, 11a-7pm in DeVos
Place.
Visit
hopenetwork.org for more infor
mation.

CD/DVD Exchange on Alpine
Ave. & 28th Street buys and
sells games, textbooks, CDs,
DVDs, and collectibles. Visit
their website at www.cddvdex-

Birthdays
Lost & Found
What better way to show your
friends that you care about
them on their birthday than
wishing them a happy birthday
through us? Let the Lanthorn
know about your friends’ birth
days and we will advertise a
message to make this birthday
one they won’t forget.
331-2460.

University Townhouses and
Apartments...starting at only
$250/person and less than 2
miles away from Allendale cam
pus! Call 616-895-4001 or visit
GVTownhouses.com
Urban Pharm - Downtown
Rentals. Studios/1 bed from
$400. 2 beds from $500, 3+
beds from $650. Call 616 855
4540
or
visit
www.urbanpharm.com

Missing car keys? Found class
notes or a student ID? Advertise
with us at 331-2460 and let the
Lanthorn help you find what
you’re missing.

Experienced Attorneys
3 IVTiIcs from Campus
www.tlavitlknocstcrplc.com

Roommates
Female roommate wanted. Hillcrest townhouses. Three fun,
easygoing roommates. Call
Emily, Amanda of Jackie if inter
ested at 517-518-0061.

ACROSS
1

Looking for 4th tenant to sign
$3,180 12 month lease with 3
boys at Country Place. Please
call 810-814-7679 or email waltonky@gmail.com
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Darning Day & Night * DJs
BEACH RESORT
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i Free Spring Break Model Search
1800 488-8828 | Calendar (1st 1,000reservations)

Entertainment
Have an upcoming event you
want to publicize? Submit your
event to our free entertainment
calendar online at www.lanthorn.com.
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www.SandpiperBeacon.com

www.cbeech.com
CALL TODAY 616-895-2900 jj
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Activity Room

38

Online rent pay
Fitness Center open 24/7
Snow and Trash Removal
24 Hour Maintenance Service Requests

40
41

Outdoor basketball and volleyball courts
Management office open seven days a week
Located on 48th Avenue along GV Bus Route 48
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Shock
partner
Perjurers
“Mayday!”
That woman
Bother
Choose
Egocentric’s
problem
Meadow
Vegas-based
TV series
Receding
With face
hidden
Kind
Yoko of
music
Atl. state
Dog walker’s
tether
Ridge raised
by a heavy
blow
Sinbad’s bird
Use a paper
towel
Marble cake
pattern
Tie up the
phone
U.K. fliers
Pool hall
supply
Powerful
Church VIP
Brazilian
resort city
Deteriorate
“To be or not
to be,” e.g.
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57 Apiece
9 Card game
for one
58 Actress
Winona
10 Admitting
customers
59 Quaint
stopover
11 Male deer
16 “Eewww!”
DOWN
20 Make tea
1 Donkey
21 Cuts the
grass
2 Personal
question?
22 From the
beginning
3 Moray
4 Expired, as a 23 Lawyer in
London
subscription
27 Journal
5 Loop
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Valentiger to release new indie CD
Local band, formerly known as Happy Hour, set to release ‘Power Lines to Electric Times ' Cl) on Saturday

They refused
to let the
music die
Don McLean described it
as “The Day the Music Died,”
but the plane crash that took the
lives of Buddy Holly. Ritchie
Valens and J.P. “The Big
Bopper” Richardson also gave
inspiration to artists then and
now.
The date was Feb. 3, 1959,
and the chartered jet was flying
from Mason City, Iowa to
Moorehead. Minn. It had only
been in the air a few minutes
when it went down as a result of
pilot error. Holly was 22 years
old, Valens, 17 and Richardson,
28.
The most famous song
inspired by the tragedy is
McLean’s “American Pie,”
despite the fact he has always
refused to comment on any such
assertion. The only thing he has
ever admitted is he heard about
Holly’s death while folding
newspapers for his route the
morning after the crash when he
was 13 years old.
Years later The Beatles
praised Holly as an influence,
and even confessed their band
name was inspired by Holly’s
Crickets.
One of the Rolling Stones’
first hits was a cover of Holly’s
“Not Fade Away,” and the nowdefunct blink-182 made a song
called “Peggy Sue,” which is
a reference to Holly. The band
Weezer also has a hit song
named “Buddy Holly.”
The musicians and their
deaths inspired ideas across
different genres, too. In the
extended music video for Run
DMC’s “King of Rock,” there
are clips of Holly performing on
“The Ed Sullivan Show.” Most
recently, L.il’ Wayne has a line
in a song warning, “Lilly pad
boys take a look at the monsta,
you don’t wanna crash like la la
la bomba.” This is a reference
to Valens’ hit “La Bamba,”
which was also the title of a
biographical movie on Valens.
Both Holly and Richardson
were portrayed in the 2(X)7
musical comedy, “Walk Hard:
The Dewey Cox Story,” and
both are mentioned in the
Stephen King story “You Know
They Got a Hell of a Band.”
There is no telling what these
men would have gone on to do
if their lives had not ended so
abruptly. We do know they will
always be remembered even if
not for their music but because
of their tragic deaths.

By Jessica Pawlowski
C\T Senior Reporter

For those waiting for Happy
Hour to release a new CD, it is
now here - just under the new
band name of Valentiger.
The band is ha v ing a CD release
party for "Power Lines to Electric
Times” at Grand Rapids’ Sazerac
Lounge on Saturday.
Valentiger consists of Grand
Valley State University student
Eric Kehoe and GVSU graduates
Brent Shirey and Scott Rider.
The indie, folk rock band,
influenced by bands from the ‘60s
and ‘70s, such as The Beatles and
The Doors, began as Happy Hour
when Shirey and Rider attended
Sparta High School.
GVSU student Ashley Mallory
was Rider’s neighbor in high
school and loved hearing him play
his drums from his house. She
became an instant fan of the then
Happy Hour.
“I loved how you can tell just
by watching them how much they
love playing,” she said. “They are
such an energetic band - it makes

it so much fun to watch.”
Shirey said the name Happy
Hour became an unavoidable
problem when performing in bars
and it did not represent their music
very well.
“We went with it for a long
time and didn’t want to change it
because we built a following up
under that name," he said. "But we
needed a name that would do us a
little bit of justice.”
Rider said the band decided to
change its name with the release of
the new album and the addition of
Kehoe to the band. Each member
made lists of name ideas.
“We had pages and pages
of names,” he added. “Some
sounded like retirement homes,
some sounded like a brand of tire.
Basically (Valentiger) was the one
that didn’t imply anything and
didn’t have a meaning.”
The new album contains 11
songs recorded during the past
year at the band members’ recently
purchased home in Grand Rapids.
“We can just walk downstairs
and practice and play and record,”

GVL Archive / Kim Miller

Local success: Valentiger, a local band, will release its latest CD on Saturday.

people who love us and support us
and it’s really nice to have that... it
makes it easier for us.”
Doors for the CD release party
open at 8:30 p.m. Saturday. A $20
cover includes admission, the new

album and a wristband for draft
beer from 9 to 11 p.m. for those
21 and older. Sazerac Lounge is
located at 1418 Plainfield Ave. in
Grand Rapids.
jpawlowski @ lanthorn £om

See Afghani refugee struggles 'In This World'
By Abby Hartig
C,\1 Staff Writer

College students may be
struggling to fit in at apartment
complexes and living centers, but
some people have an incredibly
hard time fitting in anywhere.
The documentary, “In This
World,” follows two Afghani
cousin refugees in their journey
from Pakistan to London, trying
to find their niche in the Western
world.
The film, directed by Michael
Winterbottom, is part of the
Chiaroscuro film series at the
Urban Institute of Contemporary
Arts. All selected films fit this
season’s theme of “Finding
Home.” “In This World” will be
shown on Sunday at the Urban
Institute for Contemporary Arts in
downtown Grand Rapids.
The reason behind the refugee
problems in Afghanistan stems
from a long history of warfare and
unrest, said James Goode, Grand
Valley State University history
professor.
At one time, half of the
population was outside of the
country and there were also many

internal refugees, Goode added.
However, the refugees’ issues
only begin when they are expelled
from their country, since many
of Afghanistan’s neighbors look
down on them and cannot really
support the large influx of people,
Goode said.
The two main characters in the
film resort to paying Pakistanis
for help in traveling by land to
London.
“The problems of Afghanistan
become the problems of Pakistan
and Iran, but they have enough
problems of their own,” said
Mike Ott, a GVSU assistant
professor of sociology.
These countries usually allow
these people in on a temporal
basis, Ott added, but it becomes
problematic when these refugees
put down their roots - economies
cannot support them.
"Usually the people who
assist them do it for a profit; they
are not looking out for their best
interests and are only out to make
a buck,” Goode said.
Ott said a lot of Afghanistan's
future depends on the U.S.
presence.
“There's no easy way in those

refugee camps,” said Andrew
Kurt, a visiting assistant professor
of history at GVSU. “Some people
do whatever they can to get out,
and that’s the story behind in This
World,' which is based on real

peoples’ experiences.”
Margo Greenlaw, a GVSU
visiting film professor, said
documentaries are important ways
to show social issues to American
audiences who are usually not

King Crossword —

exposed to news from other
countries.
The film will be shown at 2:30
p.m. on Sunday at the UICA.
ahartig @ lanthorn x otn
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he said. “Just jam and see what
happens - (much better) than
(buying) time at a studio and
(forcing) yourself to sit there and
make something.”
Shirey, who writes the songs,
said the songs on the new album
are based on interactions with
different people that one would
run into throughout the course of
the day.
Since Kehoe is currently
studying abroad in Europe instead
of performing at the CD release
party, the band will play the CD
and mingle with guests.
"We’re hoping to get a lot of
good friends we haven’t seen in
a while and have new people to
come check it out,” Rider said.
In support of the release,
Valentiger will be touring the
Midwest and releasing the new
CD in independent record stores
throughout
Michigan, Ohio,
Indiana and Illinois.
“We’ve been taking the steps to
make this a lifelong thing, not just
a band while we we're in college,”
Rider said. “We have a lot of

See more:

Courtesy Photo i Google Images

Trapped abroad: Many Afghani refugees find it impossible to actually emigrate
into the Western world “In This World" is a documentary showing the struggle
of two Afghani refugees as they made their journey to London.
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